DAY #1:

DISTANCE DRAWING

P.S. We're saving all of our stories, week by week, in our highlights!
Distance Drawing!
Adapted from our Museum App activity, "Back-to-back Drawing"

What you'll need:
- 2+ People
- Paper
- Pens, pencils, or other drawing materials
- Mystery object! (Art or household item)
STEP 1

Assign one person as the "describer" and others as "artists/drawers"

I'll be the "describer!"

I'll be the "artist/drawer!"

This activity is video-chat friendly!
Try pairing with a friend far away!
STEP 2
The "describer" will pick a secret object in the house (art or otherwise) to be the focus of the activity.

I picked my secret object!

I'm facing the other way!
STEP 3

The "describer" will talk about what the object looks like while the "artist/drawer" attempts to draw what they hear!

This item kind of looks like a trophy with a nose?

Try to do this for 5 minutes

Then switch!
Did you try this activity?
Share your drawings with us!

Use the hashtags below,

#MMAEdu #MMAEduAtHome
#TheMuseumSchoolMMA
#MuseumFromHome

or tag us directly!

@msmuseumart